10 Year Study at U.C. Irvine Reveals that “Dirty Energy” in the Environment Affects the Healing Process

Research Conducted by Joie P. Jones, U.C. Irvine

Dirty energy is invisible environmental pollution from many different sources including electronic, human, animal and geophysical. It can be created by electromagnetic frequency radiation, by negative emotions such as anger and fear, and by physical pain and suffering in humans and animals.

**Part I:** Pilot research set up to test the ability of energy healers to heal in vitro cells damaged by gamma radiation proved unsuccessful. Energy healers suggested that some kind of invisible “dirty energy” in the environment was blocking their ability to improve healing results. An experiment was designed to test this hypothesis. Three laboratories were designated for ongoing experiments.

(*Baseline:* All labs were maintained according to the rigorous standards required for conducting scientific experiments.)

Laboratories:

Lab #1: Pranic healers (specially trained healers that use focused subtle energy as a healing technique) used energy techniques to clean this lab for **3 months prior to starting the experiments**; thereafter it was cleaned on a daily basis for the duration of the experiments.

Lab #2: No energy healing was used to clean this lab prior or during the course of experiments.

Lab #3: This lab was also used for scientific experiments involving dissecting animals

Consistent but different results were obtained in each of the 3 labs over a 10 year period.

**Part 2:** The following results were obtained in each lab as Pranic Energy Healers tested their ability to increase the survival rate of HeLa cells damaged by gamma radiation:
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Lab #1: 89% success rate of experiments in the cleaned lab
Lab #2: 10% success rate of experiments in the regular lab with no energy cleaning
Lab #3: 0% success rate of experiments in the lab used for animal experiments

Conclusion Part 2: “Dirty Energy” (invisible environmental pollution) significantly interferes with the healing process as demonstrated in Labs #2 and #3.

Part 3: The experiment was repeated using technologically produced healing energies created by Vital Force Technology™. The special healing energies were imprinted into a Ringer solution and added to the cells damaged by gamma radiation. Instead of using the Pranic healers as above, only the special energies created by VFT™ were used. The experiments were repeated in all 3 laboratories with the following results:

Lab #1: 89% success rate of experiments in the cleaned lab
Lab #2: 11% success rate of experiments in the regular lab with no energy cleaning
Lab #3: 0% success rate of experiments in the lab used for animal experiments

Part 4: Additional experiments were set up to test our ability to protect the experiments from the “energetically polluted environments” in Lab #2 and especially in Lab #3. Special “protective energies” were produced by VFT™. The energy was recorded in a DVD-Audio format at the highest possible resolution. The DVD was played for 20 minutes in each of the labs: The experiments were repeated in all 3 laboratories with the following results:

Lab #1: 89% success rate of experiments
Lab #2: 87 % success rate of experiments
Lab #3: 68% success rate of experiments

Percentage of successful experiments after treatment of laboratory spaces with the “protective” energy pattern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pranic Healing Energy</th>
<th>VFT™ Healing &amp; Protective Energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lab 1</td>
<td>88% (T = 854)</td>
<td>89% (T = 30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 2</td>
<td>10% (T = 150)</td>
<td>87% (T = 30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 3</td>
<td>0% (T = 150)</td>
<td>68% (T = 30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion: These groundbreaking experiments demonstrate the dramatic effects of environmental pollution on the healing process and have tremendous implications for the healthcare industry as a whole and for practitioners in particular. They lead us to look at our definition of “clean” in a whole new way. Discoveries about germs, microbes and the importance of physical cleanliness revolutionized the health care industry in the last half of the nineteenth century. These experiments on the impact of “dirty energy/environmental pollution” on the healing process raise significant questions and demonstrate the necessity for further research to see how cleaning the environment of energetic pollution will impact the results of various healing modalities. We believe that the findings of this research will have important implications for the study and practice of Subtle Energy Medicine.
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